We consider polygonal billiards and we generalise a theorem from [1] on the uniqueness of coding of non periodic billiard trajectories to a wider class of polygons, which consists of non simply connected polygons with holes having non zero minimal diameter.
Introduction
The study of mathematical billiards is a rich subject in dynamical systems. It describes the frictionless motion of a mass point in a domain with elastic reflection on the boundary. Among many other variations of mathematical billiards, polygonal billiards concerns the billiard problem in a two dimensional polygonal domain. One particular strategy to study polygonal billiards is to encode the trajectory of a billiard by the sequence of sides of the polygonal domain hit by the billiard along its trajectory. Several questions could be asked regarding this encoding and its relations with the billiard. Especially, we may want to know to what extend this encoding determines the physical trajectory of the billiard in the polygonal domain?
In 1993, [1] has proven, among other things, that for a non periodic trajectory in a simply connected polygon the encoding uniquely determines the physical trajectory in a sense that will be made precise in the following sections. This result has interesting applications for example in [2] and [3] , where it was shown that the shape of a simply connected polygonal domain satisfying certain conditions could be uniquely determined, up to similarity, by certain billiard trajectory, or merely the encoding of it.
This article aims to discuss some aspects of polygonal billiards and extend the result in [1] to a wider class of polygons. Namely, we develop a method that proves the same result for polygons containing a finite number of holes such that the holes have non zero minimal diameter.
Notations and Statement of Theorem
Let Q be a polygon, that is Q is a compact connected region in R 2 and its boundary ∂Q consists of a finite union of straight line segments. In general, Q could be non convex as shown in Figure 1 , or not simply connected, in which case R 2 \ Q contains finitely many bounded connected components. We say the polygon contains certain 'holes' as shown in Figure 2 , each 'hole' being a bounded connected component of R 2 \ Q. We shall assume in the following that the holes in Q have non zero minimal diameter. In other words, none of the holes in Q is reduced to a slit.
The unit tangent bundle T Q consists of couples (x, v) where x is a point in Q and v a unit vector tangent to x. It has a canonical projection π 1 : T Q → Q. It is also equipped with a natural topology inherited from R 2 × S 1 . For time t ≥ 0, the billiard flow φ t associates (x, v) with (x t , v t ). (x t , v t ) is obtained by moving x along a straight line in the direction of v with unit velocity until the moment t. Whenever the trajectory enters the boundary ∂Q before time t, the direction v is reflected by Descartes' law (the angle of incident is equal to the angle of reflection). This motion is determined for all points in T Q and for all positive time t unless the flow reaches a vertex of the polygon.
Let us define V as a subset of T Q consisting of the couples (x, v) such that x lies on the boundary of Q and v points strictly into Q. Let V be the closure of V in T Q. We denote by f the first return map to V . This map is continuous everywhere except for the points going immediately to a vertex under the billiard flow. In what follows V will be called the phase space and each element of V a phase point. If two phase points share the same direction as unit tangent vectors, we shall say that the two phase points are parallel.
V is partitioned by the edges of Q: following [4] , we fix a vertex of Q and a counter-clockwise orientation on the boundary ∂Q. Let L be the total length of the boundary of Q. As illustrated in Figure 3 , a phase point in V can be assigned a pair (x, θ) with 0 < θ < π and 0 ≤ x < L. Here x is its distance along the counter-clockwise orientation on ∂Q from the fixed vertex while θ is the angle between its direction and the positive orientation on ∂Q. This pair (x, θ) is uniquely defined unless x is a vertex of Q, in which case there are exactly two ways to assign θ: it could be the angle measured from either of the two edges having x as an endpoint.
Let the edges of Q be indexed by a finite set of alphabet A. We define a family of disjoint open subset {E a } a∈A such that each phase point in E a has its base point on the interior of the edge labelled by a ∈ A.
In the following we will use the notation
V is the set of phase points that are not based on a vertex and therefore the elements inV have unique labels in the form (x, θ). We will use the pair (x, θ) as a coordinate system onV . Given two parallel phase points (x 1 , θ) and (x 2 , θ) in E a , the 'parallel separation' between them is defined as sin θ|x 1 − x 2 |. Geometrically, this is nothing but the perpendicular distance between the two parallel billiard trajectories from the two phase points. Let N = {0, 1, 2, · · · }. ν ∈V has an infinite forward orbit under f if and only if f n (ν) ∈V for all n ∈ N. In other words, the forward orbit does not hit a vertex in Q. In particular, a sequence (α n ) n in A N can be uniquely associated to ν such that f n (ν) ∈ E αn . Reciprocally, for each α ∈ A N , let X(α) = {ν ∈ V | f n (ν) ∈ E αn }, that is the set of phase points having forward orbits coded by α. We will prove the following theorem: Theorem 2.1. For an arbitrary polygon Q and for any α ∈ A N which is not periodic the set X(α) consists of at most one point.
In the simpler case where α is periodic, we can show that, if X(α) not empty, the base points of X(α) constitute a finite number of intervals on the starting edge. The theorem for simply connected polygons was proven in [1] . The proof relies on a particular property of simply connected polygon that X(α) consists of parallel phase points. Their base points form one and only one interval on an edge. This property fails if Q is not simply connected and thus the result does not directly generalise to the non-simply connected case. Here we prove Theorem 2.1 for general polygons with a modified method.
Unfolding of Trajectories
Let {e a } a∈A be the collection of edges of Q. Let ν = (x, θ) be a phase point with infinite forward orbit {f n (ν) | n ≥ 0}. Let Q 0 = Q. Suppose f (ν) ∈ E a , i.e. the phase point reaches the edge e a after one iteration of f , we obtain a polygon Q 1 by reflecting Q 0 about the edge e a . Let γ 1 be the image in Q 1 of the line segment in Q joining π 1 (ν) and π 1 (f (ν)). Continuing this way, we obtain a sequence of polygon Q n where Q n is a reflection of Q n−1 about the edge a ′ ∈ A where f n (ν) ∈ E a ′ . γ n is the image in Q n of the line segment in Q joining π 1 (f n (ν)) and π 1 (f n+1 (ν)). By identifying the edges of reflection between Q n and Q n+1 , the 'corridor' Q ∞ = i≥0 Q i can be constructed with a Riemannian metric inherited from Q. Q ∞ may or may not be embedded in R 2 depending on the convexity of Q. For ν = (x, θ) let S ν be the trajectory joining {γ 0 , γ 1 , · · · } in the corridor Q ∞ . According to the law of reflection, S ν is a trajectory in Q ∞ of a straight line flow which begins from the point x in Q 0 in the direction θ with respect to the starting edge. Figure 4 illustrates the unfolding of a polygon Q.
Similarly, a finite union of Q i , Q i+1 , · · · , Q i ′ could be taken, which we will call a finite corridor Q 
Partition of Phase Space
We partition the phase space into maximal connected regions where f is continuous: define the set
consists of the phase points which will be sent from edge e a to edge e b by f . If Q is not simply connected, V a,b may not be connected in V as illustrated in Figure 5 . Let {V In what follows it will be convenient to use the notion 'left' and 'right' in relation to a point on ∂Q. More precisely, having fixed the counter clockwise orientation on ∂Q, we can distinguish the 'left' side and the 'right' side of a point on a particular edge: let x ∈ e a for some edge e a ⊂ ∂Q. Since the phase point always points into the polygon, we may naturally define the 'left' side of x to be the points in e a with spatial coordinate smaller than x and the 'right' side of x to be the points in e a with spatial coordinate larger than x. Similarly, we can identify the two endpoints of e a as 'left' endpoint and 'right' endpoint respectively. We will define a parallel translation map τ onV . Before giving its precise definition, we mention some motivations for defining this map: given a phase point, τ is expected to translate its base point to the left along ∂Q by a fixed distance as long as the resulting base point does not leave the original edge. This map will not be defined everywhere onV , but only on the phase points which are sufficiently away from the neighbouring vertex on the left. In other words, within each E a , τ is defined on the subset {(x, θ) ∈ E a | (x − ∆, θ) ∈ E a }, where ∆ is the amount of translation introduced by τ . In addition, we also wish the amount of parallel translation is such that the parallel separation between the translated phase point and the original phase point is independent of edge (see Section 2 for the definition of parallel separation). This implies that ∆ should be chosen as L/ sin θ with a fixed length L > 0.
Let L > 0 be fixed. Using the coordinate system onV introduced earlier, we define a map τ : F → V such that:
where
is a finite union of some open disjoint subsets ofV . They correspond exactly to the phase points in some E a which stay on the same edge e a after a parallel translation of L/ sin θ. By construction, this map is well defined and continuous on F . It is also a homeomorphism onto its image. This map τ helps define another family of open subsets in V which will be useful. Within each V i a,b , we consider a subset U i,j a,b defined by
a,b by a parallel translation along the edge e a to the right. By definition of
In other words, with initial conditions (x, θ) and τ −1 (x, θ) respectively, the two billiards travel in parallel direction from edge e a to edge e b . It follows that f (x, θ) and f (τ −1 (x, θ)) are also parallel. Since the billiard map preserves the parallel distance between two parallel trajectories, f (x, θ) and f (τ −1 (x, θ)) have the same parallel separation as the parallel separation between τ −1 (x, θ) and (x, θ). On the other hand, each reflection inverts the orientation in the sense that what initially lies on the right side of (x, θ) on e a will be mapped by f onto the left side of f (x, θ) on e b . In view of above, the base point of f (τ −1 (x, θ)) is on the left side of the base point of f (x, θ) and we may obtain f (τ −1 (x, θ)) by translating f (x, θ) to the left using the map τ . Therefore we have
for all phase points (x, θ) in all U i,j a,b . The geometrical meaning of this relation is illustrated in Figure 6 τ
Alternating Orbits and New Encodings
The starting point of the proof of Theorem 2.1 is the observation that X(α) consists of parallel phase points. For, if not, the forward trajectories in the corridor Q ∞ of non parallel phase points would linearly diverge over time. As in Section 3, we unfold Q along trajectories. The resulting infinite corridor Q ∞ would not be able to contain the other trajectory which linearly diverges from the initial one along which Q is unfolded. This diverging trajectory would eventually hit an edge that does not lead to the same unfolding as Q ∞ . The two trajectories would eventually reflect on two different edges, and therefore the two initial non parallel phase points would not share the same encoding α.
Hence, we can restrict ourselves to the study of parallel phase points. Let two parallel phase points ρ 1 = (x 1 , ϑ) and ρ 2 = (x 2 , ϑ) be given such that their trajectories hit an identical, infinite and non-periodic sequence of edges. Let us denote this particular sequence by α ∈ A N . We would like to investigate the general features of an 'alternating orbit' associated to the billiard map f :
In other words,
We would like to interpret the trajectories of ρ 1 and ρ 2 as an orbit in a single dynamical system in the following way: in the definition of τ in Section 4, we choose the value of L to be the parallel separation between ρ 1 and ρ 2 . This particular choice ensures that the sequence {ρ 1 , f ρ 2 , f 2 ρ 1 , f 3 ρ 2 , · · · } coincides with the orbit of ρ 1 under the composed map τ • f
This identity is justified by the following arguments: since ρ 1 and ρ 2 hit an identical sequence of edges α, for all n ≥ 0, we have f n ρ 1 ∈ V i αn,αn+1 and f n ρ 2 ∈ V j αn,αn+1 for some i, j ∈ I αn,αn+1 . In addition, the billiard flow preserves parallel separation L between f n ρ 1 and f n ρ 2 . We can therefore obtain one phase point from the other by a parallel translation τ or τ −1 . Using the notion of 'left' and 'right' established in Section 4, we can assume that ρ 1 is initially on the left hand side of ρ 2 . Hence ρ 2 = τ −1 ρ 1 . After one reflection, f ρ 1 lands on the right hand side of f ρ 2 . Using a parallel translation τ , we can bring f ρ 1 back onto the left side of the parallel pair. Continuing this way for each reflection, we can made sure that (τ • f ) n ρ 1 is always the one on the left of the parallel pair. This implies that
The identity is thus true in both even and odd cases. Similar to the encoding using labels of the edges A, another encoding for the alternating orbit can be defined with 'labels' from the finite set
Let β be the sequence associated to the alternating orbit, then we have
Clearly, by a element-wise projection, one can recover from this new encoding β the previous encoding of edges, α. By assumption, encoding by edges is non periodic and so is β.
Proof of the Theorem
To proceed with the proof, we need a lemma showing that the billiard map is uniformly continuous on each U The proof uses elementary geometry and can be found in Appendix A. On the other hand, we can also extend the map τ : F → V defined by (1) continuously to F , where F is the open subset of V defined in (2) . In view of Lemma 6.1, we may compose the extended map f with τ to get a continuous mapping from U i,j a,b to V .
As defined at the end of Section 5, β is the infinite sequence of elements in B encoding the alternative orbit associated to both ρ 1 = (x 1 , ϑ) and ρ 2 = (x 2 , ϑ). Let S : B N → B N be the left shift map by one index. Let Σ be the forward orbit of β under the iteration of S. A sequence ω in the closure Σ ⊂ B N can be approximated by elements in Σ. The following lemma shows that this approximation on the level of symbolic encodings can be converted into a geometrical result, where a unique 'generalised trajectory' is approximated by a sequence of billiard trajectory: Lemma 6.2. Let β be the coding for ρ 1 and Σ be the orbit of β under the left shift. For ω in the closure of Σ in B N . There exists a sequence
Proof. Let m ≥ 1. Since ω is in Σ, there exists a positive integer i m such that (S im (β)) n = ω n for all n ≤ m. In other words, for all n ≤ m,
a,b where a, b, i, j are such that ω n = (i, j) ∈ I a,b × I a,b . To simplify the notation, we shall define:
We can therefore write
Since (p m ) is contained in the relatively compact set U 0 for all m ≥ 1, by extracting a subsequence, we may assume that p m converges to a point z 0 ∈ U 0 as m → ∞. The continuity of f on U 0 , as guaranteed by Lemma 6.1, allows us to define
We can define z n recursively for all n ∈ N: suppose z n ∈ U n has been defined as the limit of the sequence
n (p m ) ∈ U n for m ≥ n and, by Lemma 6.1, τ • f is continuous on U n , we are allowed to
. By construction, the sequence (z n ) satisfies the required properties.
The proof of the lemma shows that for any sequence ω in the closure of Σ in B N , we can find a sequence of points z k in the disjoint union U i,j a,b such that z k ∈ U i,j a,b with ω k = (i, j) ∈ I a,b × I a,b . Moreover, as in Section 3, Q may be unfolded according to the sequence ω. Let Γ L and Γ R be the unions of straight line segments joining the base points of z 0 , τ Figure 7 .
Γ L and Γ R are in fact two parallel 'geodesics' in Q ∞ in the sense that they can be arbitrarily approximated by actual parallel billiard trajectories S pm and S τ −1 pm by Lemma 6.2. However, they may not be actual billiard trajectories as they may pass through certain vertices as shown in Figure 7 . Other possible properties of Γ L and Γ R that are not realisable by physical trajectories could be imagined. For example, they may even overlap one or several edges entirely in the infinite corridor. In view of this, we shall call Γ L and Γ R 'generalised trajectories'. By construction, Γ L and Γ R are contained in the same infinite corridor unfolded according to ω Let Q n be an image of Q in the unfolding Q ∞ , and suppose Γ L and Γ R enters Q n by the edge e ′ and exit Q n by another edge e. We can therefore distinguish three distinct regions in Q n : the region on the 'left' side of Γ L , the regions on the 'right' side of Γ R and the middle region bounded by Γ L , Γ R e and e ′ . The 
notions of 'left' and 'right' are with respect to the direction of Γ L and Γ R . This is illustrated in Figure 8 . In what follows, we shall use 'left side' and 'left side' to denote the relevant regions mentioned above.
Recall that β denotes the sequence in B encoding the trajectory of ρ 1 = (x 1 , ϑ) and ρ 2 = (x 2 , ϑ). We consider in the following the ω limit set of the iteration of the left shift map S on β:
We now apply the following classical theorem due to Birkhoff (see for example [5] ): Lemma 6.3. If Z is compact and T : Z → Z is continuous, then the topological dynamical system (Z, T ) contains a uniformly recurrent point.
Applying the lemma with Z = Ω and T = S, we obtain a uniformly recurrent point ω ∈ Ω. In particular, ω is contained in Σ. By Lemma 6.2 and the remarks following it, there exists a sequence (z n ) n in V and its associated generalised trajectories Γ L and Γ R . Γ L and Γ R can be unfolded as parallel geodesic flows in Q ∞ . Both trajectories have the same encoding ω.
To proceed with the proof, let ǫ > 0 and we choose two phase points ρ 1 = (x 1 , ϑ) and ρ 2 = (x 2 , ϑ) such that the parallel separation |x 1 − x 2 | sin ϑ differs from the maximum by less than ǫ. phase points (x
share an identical encoding. This choice is possible as the parallel separation between trajectories of ρ 1 and ρ 2 is bounded by the maximal length of the edges of Q. By maximality, there exists infinitely many vertices in Q ∞ , each of which is located at most ǫ away from the left side of Γ L in some Q n , and similarly for the right side of Γ R .
In particular, there exist three vertices v 1 , v 2 and v 3 in the corridor Q ∞ = i≥0 Q i that satisfy the following properties: the two vertices v 1 ∈ Q j1 , v 2 ∈ Q j2 two vertices lie at most ǫ away on the left hand side of Γ L and the vertex v 3 ∈ Q j3 lies at most ǫ away on the right hand side of Γ R and in addition, we have j 1 < j 3 < j 2 < N . This is illustrated in Figure 9 . Let s = (ω n ) N n=0 be the subsequence of ω consisting of the first N elements. By the uniform recurrence of ω, s will reappear infinitely many times with bounded gaps between the occurrences. Geometrically, this implies that Γ L and Γ R will encounter copies of Q Figure 10: If there is a pair of parallel straight lines with fixed parallel separation with v 1 , v 2 on the one side and v 3 on the other side, then v 3 must be at most 2ǫ away from Γ R and either v 1 or v 2 must be at most 2ǫ away from Γ L . In this figure, v 2 is the one that lies at most 2ǫ away from Γ L from one of the generalised trajectories and either v 1 or v 2 must be at most 2ǫ away from the other generalised trajectory. This is illustrated in Figure 10 . In particular, by replacing ǫ by ǫ/2, we have shown that there are infinitely many vertices appearing in Q ∞ at most ǫ away on the left hand side of Γ L with bounded time interval, and similarly on the right hand side of Γ R . This implies there exists a parallel strip of width ǫ on the left side of Γ L in which vertices appear infinitely many times with bounded gaps as illustrated in Figure 11 . as Γ L and Γ R . By extracting a subsequence and using an argument of symmetry, we may assume that the approximating sequence p m approaches Γ L from its left side. As shown in Figure 12 , there is a finite segment of the ǫ-width band on the left of Γ L lying between the trajectories from p m and τ −1 p m . This is represented by the pale brown region in the figure. Its length becomes arbitrarily big as m → ∞. In particular, it becomes larger than the gaps between the vertices that appear in an ǫ neighbourhood on the left side of Γ L . In other words, there will be a vertex in between the two parallel trajectories from p m and τ −1 (p m ) for m sufficiently large. We will call this vertex v in the following.
v is in some Q n ⊂ Q ∞ of the unfolding. Let us suppose that Γ L and Γ R exit Q n via the edge e and enter Q n via the edge e ′ . In other words, the edge e is the boundary between Q n and Q n+1 and e ′ is the boundary between Q n−1 and Q n . Being sandwiched in between Γ L and Γ R , S τ −1 pm must also hits e, and so does S pm , for S pm and S τ −1 pm share the same encoding by edge. One of the two situations will arise:
1. v is on the outer boundary of Q. This is illustrated in Figure 13. 2. v is on the boundary of a hole of Q. This is illustrated in Figure 14 .
We observe that, since the segment S pm ∩ Q n and the segment Γ L ∩ Q n do not intersect the interior of any edge other than e and e ′ , they must lie in the interior of Q n except at finitely many points (the exceptions are due to the fact that Γ L is a generalised trajectory which might contains vertices). In any case, the outer boundary of Q must lie completely outside the quadrilateral bounded by e ′ , e and the two segments S pm ∩ Q n and Γ L ∩ Q n . This excludes the first case because v cannot lie in the interior of this quadrilateral.
In the second case, the vertex is on the boundary of a hole while the hole does not intersect Γ L and S pm except at finitely many vertices (the exception is again due to the fact that Γ L is a generalised trajectory). If S pm is far enough from Γ L , it could possibly miss the hole and eventually reach the same edge as Γ L (in which case the quadrilateral bounded by S pm ∩ Q n , Γ L ∩ Q n , e and e ′ contains the hole in its interior). In order to derive a contradiction, it suffices to shrink the quadrilateral bounded by S pm ∩ Q n , Γ L ∩ Q n , e and e ′ in such a way that it cannot contain any hole. To this end, ǫ needs to be chosen even smaller in the beginning such that the quadrilateral is in certain sense 'thinner' than any of the holes.
Let d be the non zero minimal diameter among all the bounded connected components of R 2 \ i(Q) where function i embeds Q in to R 2 (d is in fact the minimal width of the 'holes' in Q). ǫ should be taken to be smaller than both (|x 1 − x 2 | sin ϑ)/2 and d/2. There is a segment on S pm such that the perpendicular distance from Γ L is exactly between ǫ and 2ǫ. By taking m sufficiently large, this segment can be made longer than the gaps between recurrent vertices on the left of Γ L . The choice of ǫ implies that the quadrilateral described above has a 'width' smaller than d when a recurrent image of vertex v appear between Γ L and S pm . Thus, the segment S pm ∩ Q n will necessarily cut through the hole attached to v. In other words, S pm will eventually intersects the boundary of the hole, which is instead missed by Γ L . We have therefore derived a contradiction.
A Proof of Lemma 6.1
As defined in Section 2, we have a family of disjoint open subsets {E a } a∈A . It will be convenient for what follows to fix a metric on E a as follows: for ρ = (x, θ),
is a metric compatible with the topology on E a . Fix a, b ∈ A and i, j ∈ I a,b . To prove the uniform continuity, it is sufficient to show that for any pair (x, θ), (x ′ , θ ′ ) in U i,j a,b such that |x − x ′ | + |θ − θ ′ | < ǫ, the distance between f (x, θ) and f (x ′ , θ ′ ) is uniformly controlled by ǫ. Let us first assume that θ = θ ′ . Consider a pair (x, θ), (x − ǫ 1 , θ) in U i,j a,b . Since f (x, θ) and f (x − ǫ 1 , θ) land on the same edge e b , they will remain parallel as shown in Figure 15 . Let f (x, θ) = (y, φ), f (x − ǫ 1 , θ) = (y + δ 1 , φ). By sine rule we deduce that δ 1 = (sin θ/ sin φ)ǫ 1 . Therefore Now suppose instead x = x ′ and θ ′ = θ + ǫ 2 . The situation is illustrated in Figure 16 . Let d be the spatial distance on Q between the base point x and the base point y, we have f (x, θ + ǫ 2 ) = (y + δ 2 , φ − ǫ 2 ) for some δ 2 that satisfies the sine rule sin(φ − ǫ 2 )/d = sin(ǫ 2 )/δ 2 . Thus δ 2 = d sin(ǫ 2 )/ sin(φ − ǫ 2 ). Therefore f (x, θ + ǫ 2 ) = (y + d sin(ǫ 2 ) sin(φ − ǫ 2 )
, φ − ǫ 2 )
Applying (6) then (5), it follows that
Therefore the distance between f (x, θ) and f (x + ǫ 1 , θ + ǫ 2 ) is explicitly given as On the other hand, since both f (x, θ) and τ • f (x, θ) are on the same edge e b , the edge e b projected along direction of the trajectory (x, θ) is necessarily longer than the parallel separation L between f (x, θ) and τ • f (x, θ) (See Section 2 for the definition of parallel separation). it follows that L/ sin φ is bounded by the length of edge for some positive number M . Therefore the distance (7) is not greater than (M +1)ǫ 2 +M ǫ 1 , which is uniformly controlled by the initial distance ǫ = ǫ 1 +ǫ 2 . This proves the uniform continuity.
